Abstract. In this paper we evaluate the resistance of the block cipher RC5 against linear cryptanalysis. We describe a known plaintext attack that can break RC5-32 (blocksize 64) with 10 rounds and RC5-64 (blocksize 128) with 15 rounds. In order to do this we use techniques related to the use of multiple linear approximations. Furthermore the success of the attack is largely based on the linear hull-e ect. To our knowledge, at this moment these are the best known plaintext attacks on RC5, which have negligible storage requirements and do not make any assumption on the plaintext distribution. Furthermore we discuss the impact of our attacking method on the AES-candidate RC6, whose design was based on RC5.
Introduction
The iterated block cipher RC5 was introduced by Rivest in Riv95] . It has a variable number of rounds denoted with r and key size of b bytes. The design is word-oriented for word sizes w = 32; 64 and the block size is 2w. The choice of parameters is usually denoted by RC5-w, RC5-w=r, or RC5-w=r=b. Currently RC5-32/16 is recommended to give su cient resistance against linear and differential attacks KY98] .
RC5 has been analyzed intensively. For an overview we refer to the report by Kaliski and Yin KY98] . Currently the best published attack can be found in BK98]. There a chosen plaintext attack is described for which we summarize the complexities for di erent round versions of RC5 1 in the second column of Table 1 . As this is a di erential attack, it yields a known plaintext attack for a larger amount of known plaintexts BS93]. We give the estimated required amount of known plaintexts in the third column of Table 1 . The known plaintext attack however needs a storage capacity for all the required plaintexts, i.e., the attack can not be mounted in a way that the attacker obtains and analyzes the plaintexts one by one. We give the estimated required storage capacity of the known plaintext-version in the fourth column. For example, to mount this attack for 4 rounds one would need to store 2 36 plaintexts with corresponding ciphertexts, which is about 1 GByte. In this paper we present an attack that requires a negligible storage capacity. We give the required amount of plaintexts in the fth column of Our attack is a linear attack, whose high success rate is based on a large linear hull-e ect Nyb94]. To our knowledge it is the rst time that this e ect has signi cant consequences in the evaluation of the resistance of a cipher against linear attacks. Furthermore we use techniques closely related to multiple linear approximations to set up a practical attack.
Recently RC6 RC6.1] has been submitted to NIST for the AES-Development E ort as a candidate to replace the DES as block cipher standard. The design of RC6 is based on RC5 and its public security analysis. Special adjustments were done to make RC6 resistant against the successful di erential attacks on RC5. In this paper we also address the consequences for RC6 of our linear attack on RC5.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe some techniques from linear cryptanalysis and show their merits and limitations when applied to RC5 in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 we describe our attack on RC5 and we give experimental results on RC5-32 and RC5-64. We discuss the consequences for RC6 in Sect. 5 and conclude in Sect. 6.
Linear Cryptanalysis
Linear cryptanalysis was introduced and developed by Matsui in Mat93,Mat94]. Additional advanced techniques, which are relevant for this paper can be found in KR94, Nyb94, Vau96] . A basic linear attack makes use of a linear approximation between bits of the plaintext P, bits of the plaintext C and bits of the expanded key K. Such a linear approximation is a probabilistic relation that can be denoted as P K = C; (1) where ; and are binary vectors and X = L i i X i for = ( 0 ; 1 ; : : :). Instead of P or C one can use intermediate computational values that can be computed from P or C under the assumption of a key value. If a linear approximation holds with probability p = 1 2 + with 6 = 0, a linear attack can be mounted which needs about cj j ?2 plaintexts. The value of c depends on the attacking algorithm that is used. Here is called the deviation and j j = is called the bias.
Since the key K is xed, (1) can be transformed into (2) without changing the bias. P = C; (2) We say that for certain valuesP andC, (2) behaves in the deviation direction if P C = b and P C = b has a positive deviation. A linear approximation for the whole cipher can be derived by`chaining' linear approximations between intermediate values. If the probabilities of these approximations are independent, the value of the deviation of the derived approximation can be computed with Matsui 
for i = 1; : : :; 2r. Here + denotes addition modulo 2 w and x y rotation of w-bit word x to the left over y mod w places. The computation of (L i+2 ; R i+2 ) from (L i ; R i ) with i odd is considered as one round of RC5. In Fig. 1 a graphical representation of one round is given.
Linear Approximations
We shall consider the following linear approximations for xor, data-dependent rotation and addition. We only look at approximations that consider one bit of 
Key Dependency and Piling-Up
Because of the fact that (14) has a bigger bias than (15),`traditionally' approximations on the LSB have been considered to be most useful for a linear attack (see KY95, KY98] ). Using Approximations (9), (10) and (14) one can derive the following iterative approximation for one round of RC5. = 2 ?l lg w?1 if the chained approximations would be independent. This is however not the case.
To illustrate this consider (17) for l = 2. The deviation of this approximation depends on the lgw least signi cant bits of S i+2 . This can be seen as follows. The probability that (16), i.e., the approximation over the rst round, holds depends on the value of R i mod w. If R i mod w = 0 it always holds, otherwise it holds with probability 1 2 . Hence, the deviation of (16) is computed under the assumption that every value of R i mod w is equally likely. If R i mod w = 0 then the lg w least signi cant bits of L i+1 are known. Now consider the approximation for each possible value of R i+1 separately. If R i+1 mod w 2 f0; : : :; lgw ? 1; w ? lgw+1; : : :; w?1g then, depending on the value of S i+2 mod w, part of the lg w least signi cant bits of R i+2 can be computed. It turns out that the values of R i+3 are not equally likely. Hence, the Piling Up Lemma cannot be applied.
To illustrate this e ect we have computed the bias of the two round approximation for RC5-32 for every value of S i+2 mod w. These results are given in Table 2 . It can be seen that the bias can vary signi cantly between 2 ?10 and 2 ?16 . On the other hand the average value is 1 32 P 31 x=0 j x j 2 ?11 . Since x 6 = 0 for all x, the average amount of expected plaintexts needed based on . Both are in accordance with the Piling Up Lemma.
Note further that for two values of S i+2 mod w the deviation is negative. For those values this means that if one would mount a basic linear attack (Algorithm 1 in Mat93]) on four rounds using (17) to nd S 0 S 2 S 4 based on the Piling Up Lemma, most likely one would nd S 0 S 2 S 4 1, given enough texts.
We can conclude that although the deviation can vary signi cantly, the Piling Up Lemma gives a good estimate for the average bias for RC5. We will show that this estimate can be used to compute the expected average success rate of a linear attack that does not use the sign of the deviation, but only its absolute value; the bias. where also some preliminary work in determining the linear hull e ects for RC6 (and some simpli ed versions) can be found. The following linear hull for an approximation of two rounds (i till i + 3) of RC5 can be noticed. Let j; l 2 f0; : : :; w ? 1g. Using (9), (10), (14) and (15) for j the following lgw approximations for two rounds can be derived 3 . e j L i e j (k ? j) e k S i+1 = e k L i+2 ; = j;k (18) for k = 0; : : :; lgw ? 1. Likewise for the next two rounds and l also lg w approximations can be derived: e k L i+2 e k (l ? k) e l S i+3 = e l L i+4 ; = k;l (19) for k = 0; : : :; lgw?1. Hence, one can chain lgw pairs of (18) and (19) to obtain the two round approximation e j L i e k S i+1 e l S i+3 e j (k ? j) e k (l ? k) = e l L i+4 ; = j;k;l (20)
Neglecting the key-dependency of chaining and using the Piling Up Lemma one gets for this bias 
where V j;l = fk 2 f0; : : :; lgw ? 1gjC j;k;l = 0g. One can extend approximation (22) to hold for r subsequent rounds. In this way one gets the following approximation for r rounds.
e j L i = e l L i+2r ; =~ j;l ;
where i; j 2 f0; : : :; w ? 1g. The deviation can be computed/approximated by considering the parts of the di erent chains, for the k-th round in the chain given by e jk L i+2k = e lk L i+2k+2 ;
where k 2 f0; : : :; r ? 1g and In this way it can be seen that Equation (24) is a linear hull that consists of (lgw) 
The Attack on RC5
In this section we derive a linear attack on RC5 and present an overview of the experimental results. In Sect. 4.1 we give the linear approximation and the method that is used to guess key bits. In Sect. 4.2 we specify this method. In Sect. 4.3 we describe the search algorithm. Finally, in Sect. 4.4 experimental results of the implemented attack are given.
The Linear Approximations
We have derived and implemented a linear attack that uses approximation (24). Since this approximation does not involve any key bits, a basic linear attack is not possible. In particular for an r-round attack we will use (24) with i = 0 and k = r. The rst addition, adding S 0 , will be passed with an approximation on the LSB, since this has bias 1 2 . Therefore we take j = 0 in (24). We also choose l = 0 in (24) because then also the last key-addition in the whole approximation will be passed with bias 1 2 . It might be possible to further improve the attack by (also) using approximations with other values for j and l, but we have not found a method to do this.
To attack r rounds of RC5 we use the fact that each linear path that is part of the hull given by (24) is a chain of r 1-round approximations of the form (25). We will split the approximation into two parts. The rst contains the approximation for the rst key addition and the rst round. This gives us the following lg w approximations. Each is the rst part of a set of linear approximations that is contained in the linear hull of (24). On the other hand, if R 1 mod w 6 2 f0; 1; : : :; lgw ? 1g then the probability that the whole approximation behaves in the direction of the deviation is much lower.
In the attack we want to check for every text if one of the approximations that correspond to (30) was followed. Since we have no information about any intermediate values we do not have a criterion that always holds. Instead we will derive a function that is expected to give higher values when one of the approximations was followed. Hence this function will have higher values for encryptions where R 1 mod w 2 f0; 1; : : :; lgw ? 1g than for other R 1 values. Because R 1 mod w = (R 0 ?S 1 ) mod w and R 0 is known we can guess S 1 mod w from this. We call this function the non-uniformity function. In the next section we will describe it.
We note here that the use of such a function ts in the frameworks of statistical cryptanalysis as described by Vaudenay in Vau96] or partitioning cryptanalysis as described by Harpes and Massey in HM97].
A Non-Uniformity Function
The non-uniformity function computes non-uniformity values for a given set of corresponding plaintext/ciphertext pairs. This set is divided into w subsets, each set contains plaintexts with the same R 0 mod w-value. For each set a nonuniformity value can be computed.
We look at the last round of the encryption. Suppose that one approximation of the linear hull corresponding to (30) is followed up to the last round. Say that in this particular case e k L 2r?1 was biased for some k 2 f0; : : :; lgw ? 1g. Then following the approximation to the end would mean that R 2r?1 mod w = (w ? k) mod w with a higher probability than other values. As seen in Sect. 3.2 depending on the subkeys also the other possible values of R 2r?1 mod w might not be uniformly distributed. But in any case certain values of R 2r?1 mod w will have a higher probability when (30) behaves in the deviation direction then when it does not behave in that way.
If we would know the value of R 2r?1 mod w it would be possible to compute lgw bits of S 2r+1 or two possible values for those bits from the ciphertext with:
(31) since the values of R 2r+1 and L 2r+1 are known from the ciphertext. We will use Shni to denote the lg w-bit string, given by the bits (n + lgw ? 1) mod w; : : :; (n + 1) mod w; n of S. The value of L 2r+1 mod w determines for which lgw bits of S 2r+1 information can be computed, namely ShL 2r+1 mod wi . If L 2r+1 mod w = 0 then the lg w LSB's can be computed. When L 2r+1 mod w 6 = 0 we can compute two values for ShL 2r+1 mod wi. The carry bit of the addition in (31) determines which one is the correct one.
In the attack we do not know the value of R 2r?1 mod w or even which value would be the most probable. Instead of trying to compute lg w bits of S 2r+1 we make a similar computation for a value which we call S 0 . It is computed by taking R 2r?1 mod w = 0 in (31), i.e.,
(32) Due to the non-uniform distribution of R 2r?1 mod w it is expected that the distribution of S 0 h i-values will be more non-uniform for encryptions where the approximation was followed than for others.
Hence, in the attack we use a counter array A(i; j; k) for i; j; k = 0; : : :; w?1, where each i corresponds to a possible value of R 0 mod w, each j to a possible value of L 2r+1 mod w and each k to a possible value of S 0 hL 2r+1 mod wi. Each (R 0 mod w, L 2r+1 mod w)-combination gives a distribution of S 0 h ivalues. From Sect. 4.1 we know that the distributions corresponding to the values R 1 mod w 2 f0; : : :; lgw?1g will be the most non-uniform. To measure the nonuniformity we check for all w bits of our S 0 based on the S 0 h i-values how many times 0 is suggested and how many times 1 and take the di erence of these amounts. For each R 0 mod w we take the sum over all possible L 2r+1 mod w of the absolute values of these di erences. In this way the non-uniformity function : f0; : : :; w ? 1g ! N is de ned: (33) where all indices of A are taken modw. We call the w values that are derived in this way the non-uniformity values. We expect that the sum of lg w nonuniformity values will be maximal for the values corresponding to texts with R 1 mod w 2 f0; : : :; lgw ? 1g. The nal step of the algorithm guesses the value of S 1 mod w accordingly.
The observant reader will have noticed that according to the above description it is not necessary to have counters for the S 0 h i-values. Instead of this one could use counters corresponding to the bits of S 0 and change these accordingly. The description above is used to emphasize that with the S 0 h i-distribution also other non-uniformity measurements could be used. For example, one could look at all possible values for two subsequent bits of S 0 . Also it is probably possible to derive information about the actual value of S 2r+1 from the S 0 h i-distribution.
However, this falls outside the scope of this paper. 
The Results
We have implemented the attack on RC5-32 and RC5-64. The results are given in Table 3 and Table 4 . As can be seen in the tables, we have done tests for up to 5 rounds of RC5-32 and up to 4 rounds of RC5-64. For each number of rounds tests were performed for several amounts of plaintexts. To give an indication of the practical aspects of the experiments: with our RC5-implementation carrying out the attack on the 5-round version for 10 keys with 2 32 plaintexts took about 21 hours on a 333 MHz Pentium. To our knowledge these are the rst experimentally executed known plaintext attacks on reduced versions of RC5, which require a negligible storage.
As stated at the end of Sect. 3.3, we would expect that an attack on r rounds of RC5 with x known plaintexts should have the same success probability as an attack on r+1 rounds with (c . It can be seen from the tables that the results are better than expected, i.e., the factor to attack an extra round is 2 6 for RC5-32 and 2 8 for RC5-64. We conjecture that the reason for this is that the value of R i+2 mod w depends signi cantly on the value of R i mod w. We are still researching this problem, but we give some preliminary evidence in the next section, where we discuss the consequences for RC6.
Based on the experimental results and the theoretical estimation of the bias of the linear approximation we can estimate the complexity of the attack on more than 4 or 5 rounds (cf. Table 5 ). It follows that an attack can be mounted on RC5-32 with 10 rounds that has a success probability of 45% if 2 62 plaintexts are available. An attack on RC5-64 with 15 rounds has a success probability of 90% if 2 123 plaintexts are available.
Consequences for RC6
The block cipher RC6 RC6.1] has been submitted to NIST as an AES-candidate. Its design was based on RC5 and the security evaluation of RC5. To meet the block size requirement of 128 bits and to keep a 32-bit processor oriented design for this block size, RC6 was designed as two RC5-32's (with some changes) in parallel that interact 5 . Hence, cryptanalysis of RC5 can mostly be adapted for analysis of RC6.
However, the RC5-structure used in RC6 di ers from the original version. One of the most important di erences is the following. The amount of rotation in RC5-32 was determined by taking the 5 LSB's of a 32-bit word. In RC6, the 5 bits that determine the amount of rotation depend on all 32 bits of a 32-bit word.
In the rst place these changes to RC5 were made to preclude the successful di erential attacks on RC5 BK98,RC6.1]. These attacks make use of the fact 5 Actually, the design of RC6 also is word oriented and the blocksize is 4w, where w that only ve LSB's determine the rotations. However, these changes also provide increased resistance to the attack method described in this paper.
To illustrate this we look at a transition version between RC5 and RC6. In the de nition of RC5, replace (5) and (6) with T i = (R i (2R i + 1)) 5 (34) U i = L i T i (35) V i = U i T i (36) For our theoretical analysis concerning the linear hull e ect, this change makes little di erence. One can still use the same linear approximations. However, the rst round trick and last round trick we have used now become more complicated. To compute T 1 mod 32, one has to guess all bits of S 1 and the construction of a non-uniformity function is not obvious. We have done tests on the above described intermediate version with the last and rst round replaced with a normal RC5-round. Then the rst and last round trick are straightforward. We have implemented the attack for 3 and 4 rounds of the cipher and results indicate that the increase in the number of necessary plaintexts for the same success probability was more in accordance with the theoretical results for RC5. Hence, the application of the extra function to determine the rotation amounts causes these values to be more independent.
We conclude that our attack does not give an obvious possibility to mount a realistic attack on RC6. Currently we are working on a precise evaluation of its resistance against this attack method.
Conclusions
In this paper we have evaluated the resistance of RC5 against linear attacks. We have taken into account the applicability of the Piling Up Lemma and the consequences of linear hull e ects, both in combination with possible key dependency. This resulted in estimates for the complexity to mount a linear attack.
Furthermore we have described an attack that exploits the linear hull e ect that we described and implemented it on reduced versions of RC5-32 and RC5-64. In this way we estimate that our attack can theoretically break RC5-32 with 10 rounds and RC5-64 with 15 rounds. In comparison with previous attacks on RC5, our attack needs negligible storage capacity, i.e., it could be practically implemented.
The attack method has no serious consequences for the security of RC6. Apparently the precautions that the designers made to make RC6 more resistant against di erential attacks, also made RC6 more resistant against more sophisticated linear attack methods.
